The key technology and main difficulty for optical fiber intrusion pre-warning systems (OFIPS) is the extraction of harmful-intrusion signals. After being processed by a phase-sensitive optical time-domain reflectometer (Φ-OTDR), vibration signals can be preliminarily extracted. Generally, these include noises and intrusions. Here, intrusions can be divided into harmful and harmless intrusions. With respect to the close study of signal characteristics, an effective extraction method of harmful intrusion is proposed in the paper. Firstly, in the part of the background reconstruction, all intrusion signals are first detected by a constant false alarm rate (CFAR). We then reconstruct the backgrounds by extracting two-part information of alarm points, time and amplitude. This ensures that the detection background consists of intrusion signals. Secondly, in the part of the two-dimensional Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test, in order to extract harmful ones from all extracted intrusions, we design a separation method. It is based on the signal characteristics of harmful intrusion, which are shorter time interval and higher amplitude. In the actual OFIPS, the detection method is used in some typical scenes, which includes a lot of harmless intrusions, for example construction sites and busy roads. Results show that we can effectively extract harmful intrusions.
Introduction
Intrusion prediction for pipelines (IPP) is used to monitor the transport process of petroleum and natural gas. It is well known that leakage prewarning can prevent many fatal losses. Optical fibers buried along the pipeline are generally used to transmit data. Moreover, the vibration measurement of these optical fibers is an effective and convenient way to detect intrusion. In other words, we can locate harmful intrusions and predict damage with the proposed method [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
At present, there are two types of regime in the field of optic fiber intrusion, namely reflection and interference. The Mach-Zehnder (MZ) method is an interference method and applied to the detection of synthesis signals across a whole optical fiber. However, the detection performance will be rapidly Photonic Sensors 144 distorted if there are concurrent vibration signals. Unfortunately, the optical fiber intrusion pre-warning systems (OFIPS) have many concurrent intrusion signals. On the other hand, the phase-sensitive optical time-domain reflectometer (Φ-OTDR), which is a reflection method, can be used to detect concurrent intrusions, even at very small resolutions [6] . However, the Φ-OTDR system also has a limitation in its sensitivity [7 1 -2], thus interference and harmful intrusions are difficult to identify. After a close study, we find that the signal can be divided into three parts: noise, and harmless and harmful intrusions. Here, noise and harmless intrusion are interference. Hence, we need to hierarchically extract different kinds of signals and locate harmful intrusion. The support vector method (SVM) is used to identify different interference in Tian Jin University of China [10] .
The background distribution of OFIPS can be divided into two orthogonal Gaussian noises, and the envelope of the synthesis signal obeys a Rayleigh distribution. This character of background distribution is similar to radar signals. For this reason, the constant false alarm rate (CFAR) method in radar detection is introduced here to detect the intrusion signal of optical fibers. In the spatial domain detection, CFAR is divided into several categories, including a mean level CFAR (ML-CFAR), ordered statistics CFAR (OS-CFAR), and adaptive CFAR (A-CFAR). On the one hand, optimal statistics of OS-CFAR depend on prior information [13] . In actual conditions, the prior information is difficult to obtain. On the other hand, A-CFAR can adapt to a variable background, but the running time for this is quite long due to a complicated algorithm [14] . However, CA-CFAR, categorized within ML-CFAR, has a simple algorithm and outstanding performance in a homogeneous background. In view of these facts, the CA-CFAR is used to detect vibration signals [15] [16] [17] . In our system, all intrusion signals, including harmless and harmful intrusions, can be detected by the CFAR method. It is obvious that the extraction of harmful intrusion is a significant part of this paper.
The proposed method includes two parts, namely background reconstruction and a two-dimensional K-S test. Harmful intrusion signals can be properly extracted. As harmful intrusion exists in all intrusion signals, we plan to reconstruct the background. The disposal of the background reconstruct ensures that later detected backgrounds consist entirely of intrusion signals. Moreover, the harmful intrusion signals are continuous within a period of time, so we need to detect the system in time dimensions. It is well known that one CFAR detected method in time dimensions is a clutter map. However, this has the shortcoming of self-shielding [17] [18] and cannot adapt to a variable background. According to studies, the background of OFIPS is unstable. In view of this, in the proposed method, we firstly employ the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test, which belongs to a non-parametric test, to extract harmful-intrusion signals. The statistics of K-S quantify the distance between the empirical distribution function (EDF) of the sample and the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the reference distribution, or between the EDFs of two samples. Under the K-S test method, statistical information, such as mean, variance, and distribution type, do not need to be calculated before the test. Hence, it has wide applications [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Compared with the harmless intrusion, a harmful one has a shorter time interval and higher amplitude. According to the character of the harmful intrusion, we design a detected method, a K-S test in two dimensions. The intrusion type, whether harmful or harmless, can be confirmed by this method.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an introduction of the proposed method. Section 3 is devoted to the background construction and reconstruction. The method of the K-S test in two dimensions is proposed in Section 4. In Section 5, experiments on real data demonstrate the effectiveness of the
Summary of the overall process
The sensing signal includes noise, and harmless and harmful intrusions. Here, noise is caused by the self-vibration of the ground, and it is inevitable. Harmless intrusion, which is generated by the construction on the site or vehicles, has no ability to damage the underground pipeline or optical fiber. Harmful intrusion becomes the target of extraction, such as excavation at the ground. The overall detection process of harmful intrusion is shown in Fig. 1 . In the part of background establishment, the sensing signals are preliminarily extracted by Ф-OTDR. It consists of noise, and harmless and harmful intrusions. An intrusion background is established. In addition, all intrusion signals can be obtained, and all interference is eliminated by the CA-CFAR detector.
In view of this, the key point of this paper is the extraction of the harmful intrusion. Firstly, the detection background needs to be reconstructed. In other words, all intrusion signals become new background for later detection. In actual conditions, harmful-intrusion signals have a shorter time interval and higher amplitude than harmless ones. In the view of these characteristics, we apply the K-S test method in two dimensions to detect harmful-intrusion signals.
We provide a two-dimensional K-S test method to detect the system. K-S tests for the time interval and amplitude are used to extract the harmful intrusion. We do not recognize the intrusion signal as harmful until outcomes of two-dimensional tests both have satisfied corresponding requirements.
Construction and reconstruction of an intrusion signal background

Extraction of vibration signal based on Ф-OTDR
The principal of OFIPS is shown in Fig. 2 . If there are any above-ground intrusions, optical fiber buried along the pipeline will perceive the vibration. The vibration can be collected and treated by the hardware system. Finally, the result of intrusion detection needs to be displayed in software. In view of the elastic-optical effect, the refractive index of the optical fiber changes suddenly. This may cause variations in the intensity of back-scattered light. Differences in the intensity of background light measured at different time can be used to locate the vibration [6] . Hence, the Rayleigh backscattered light power is calculated as follows:
where P RB is the power of the backscattered light, P i is the power of source light transmitted from the first end, RC is the backscattered Rayleigh coefficient, Φ is the phase between the rising and trailing edges of light pulse, and ∆Ф(t) is the change in phase following time. According to (1), the light power of optical fibers on the intrusion position can change after an aboveground intrusion.
Extraction of an intrusion signal based on CA-CFAR
The CFAR methods consist of mean-level CFAR, mean level CFAR [14] , ordered statistics CFAR [15], adaptive CFAR [16] , and so on. Considering the appliance difficulty, the CA-CFAR which belongs to mean-level CFAR is used in our system. The principle of CA-CFAR is shown in Fig. 3 . The estimated background noise level is the mean value of the reference cells. The adaptive threshold is S=TZ, where T is the threshold multiplier, and Z represents the noise level. In the detection, the test cell is compared to an estimated threshold. The sample is judged as an intrusion when it is greater than the threshold. However, the sample is a noise that does not need to be detected. Clearly, the extraction of the intrusion signal by CA-CFAR is effective and efficient. 
Reconstruction of detection background
The sensing signals can be obtained by Ф-OTDR, and the detection background is established in this way. After the CA-CFAR detection, all intrusion signals are extracted. Intrusions consist of harmlessand harmful-intrusion signals. We need to reconstruct the background and guarantee that the new one consists of all intrusion signals. The reconstruction method is shown in Fig. 4 .
The plane is the detection background before reconstruction in the left side of Fig. 4 . The abscissa represents the situation, and the ordinate is time. Intrusions detected by CA-CFAR are marked as "o". If we assume that every sample set includes four
samples, the method of background reconstruction will collect every four samples extracted by the same situation point and adjacent time point as a sample set. The above process is shown in the right side of Fig. 4 . The sample numbers in each sample set, N, can be adjusted according to the concrete condition. Finally, we can obtain many sample sets, which consist of intrusion samples. For the latter detection, the information of time interval and amplitude needs to be recorded. 
Harmful-intrusion signal detection based on the K-S test in two dimensions
Principle of the K-S test
In statistics, the K-S test is a non-parametric test of the equality of distributions. It can be used to compare a sample with a reference probability distribution (a one-sample K-S test) or to compare two samples (a two-sample K-S test). The K-S statistic quantifies the distance between the energy distribution function (EDF) of sample and the cumulative density function (CDF) of the reference distribution, or between the EDFs of two samples. When applying a two-sample K-S test, the distance D between two EDFs F N1 (x) and R N2 (x) is calculated as [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] 
where N 1 and N 2 are the numbers of data points in the first and second samples, respectively. Clearly, the distance approaches zero following the approach of EDFs. The distance D is used to judge whether the two distributions are homologous.
Method of the K-S test in two dimensions
Compared with the harmless intrusion, harmfulintrusion signals have the shorter time interval and higher amplitude. According to these characteristics, we design a two-dimensional K-S test method. Firstly, the time-interval K-S test needs to be implemented. If the outcome of the K-S test is that two distributions are homologous, the test sample set is a harmless one. Otherwise, it may be a harmful one, and the amplitude K-S test needs to be executed. Only under the condition that two amplitude distributions are different, the test sample can be recognized as a harmful-intrusion set.
Harmful-intrusion K-S test based on the characteristic of time interval
Considering the characteristics of the harmful intrusion within a shorter time interval, a timeinterval detection method has been designed in this paper. The overall process is shown in Fig. 5 . Firstly, we perform time-interval K-S tests between every sample set and its adjacent reference harmless set. Secondly, we can judge whether every sample set is harmless or suspected harmful. Finally, the K-S test 
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in the amplitude dimensional needs to be employed for every suspected harmful-intrusion sample set.
Harmful-intrusion K-S test based on the amplitude characteristic
In view of the characteristics of the harmful intrusion with higher amplitude, the amplitude K-S test has been designed in the paper. The overall process is shown in Fig. 6 . Firstly, we perform amplitude K-S tests between every sample set and its adjacent reference harmless set. Secondly, we can judge whether every sample set is harmless or harmful. If the test outcome is that of a homologous distribution, the testing set is a harmless one. Otherwise, it is a harmful-intrusion sample set. Harmful intrusion can be extracted by this method. 
Fusion of the K-S test in time interval and amplitude
According to above two descriptions, the harmful intrusion has the shorter time interval and higher amplitude than harmless one. In other words, if the two outcomes of the K-S test both display with different distributions, the sample set can be recognized as a harmful one. If the sample set is one with a short time interval and low amplitude, the damage to the underground pipeline is negligible. Hence, the condition is defined as a harmless one. On the other hand, a sample set with the long time interval and high amplitude is harmless too. Because the intrusion is not continuous, damage is generally deemed ignorable. Hence, in the condition that two requirements are satisfied, the testing sample set can be recognized as a harmful-intrusion sample set.
Experiments and analysis
The real data for OFIPS were collected from the construction site and busy road of the Da Gang oilfield. The vibration data for roads were obtained on Jin Qi road, and the construction site data were acquired in Yi He village, on the west side of Jin Qi road. The collection hardware system is shown in Fig. 7 . This includes pulse light launch, photoelectric conversion, and intrusion-signal acquisition. The actual conditions of fiber burial and tests in the field are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 , respectively.
Confirmation of key parameters
It is clear that the main algorithms of OFIPS are background reconstruction and the two-dimensional K-S test. Here, we confirm the key parameters by simulation and a real data test.
In the part of background reconstruction, we choose 40 as the sample number for each sample set. In other words, the two-dimensional K-S test cannot be implemented until the requirement that each sample set has 40 intrusion points has been first guaranteed. There are two reasons to confirm the parameter. On the one hand, if there are few intrusion points in every sample set, the characteristic of distribution has not been accurately reflected. On the other hand, the time interval of the adjacent vibration point is 1 ms in our system. The running time will be long, and difficulties in intrusion display will emerge, if the intrusion number of each sample set becomes excessive. After exhaustive experimentation, we set the parameter as 40. This parameter can effectively balance two potential threats. Complete distribution can be revealed, and running time is acceptable with this condition. 
Detection test on real data
The testing personnel dug at the construction site using a jackhammer. The test was implemented over a position of 200 m in Yi He village. The length of the excavation time was 10 s. After preliminary detection by CFAR, the outcome is shown in Fig.  10(a) . Then we extract the harmful intrusion by background reconstruction and K-S test in two dimensions. The final outcome is displayed in Fig.  10(b) .
It is clear that there are many intrusion signals after the CA-CFAR detection. The revealed outcome consists of harmless-and harmful-intrusion signals. According to Fig. 10(b) , the outcome treated by the proposed method just includes harmful ones. We can intuitively obtain situations and time of harmful intrusions. 
Discussion and conclusions
Because signals of OFIPS include noise, harmless and harmful intrusions, the method of extracting harmful intrusions from all signals that is provided in the paper is important. We preliminarily extract vibration signals by Ф-OTDR, and the detection background can be established. The CA-CFAR detector is used to extract intrusion signals from all vibration data. The alarm signals consist of both harmless and harmful intrusions.
Hence, the background reconstruction is proposed. Finally, we use the method of the K-S test in two dimensions to detect the harmful-intrusion sample set.
Here, differences in the intensity of background light measured at different time can be used to locate the vibration in Ф-OTDR even at very small resolutions. We apply the CA-CFAR to detect intrusion signals. All alarm points, which include both harmless and harmful intrusions, are detected. The background reconstruction classifies every adjacent one of 40 intrusion points as a sample set. The time interval and amplitude of each intrusion set should be recorded, and they are used in the later K-S test.
The two-dimensional K-S test includes time interval and amplitude. Firstly, we perform time-interval K-S tests between every sample set and its adjacent set of harmless reference. If the distribution is different, the amplitude K-S test needs to be used. Otherwise, the testing set is a harmless sample set. The amplitude K-S test is similar with a time interval. If amplitude distribution is homologous, the testing set is a harmless one. If not, a harmful-intrusion sample set is extracted.
In sum, we can effectively detect harmful intrusions by the proposed method. The method can be used in many scenes, some of which possess massive harmless intrusions, such as construction sites and busy roads. According to experiments, we find the detection effects to be high quality.
